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ATTRACTIVE STORAGE SPACE MIRACLE: A KITCHEN COMPRISING
ROOM-SHAPING, HIGHLY FUNCTIONAL UNIT ELEMENTS IN ULTRA-MATT FENIX QUALITY
Floor-to-ceiling fronts, the finest joints, optimal use of space: this kitchen concept is based on actively integrating the walls in the planning. A sense of visual closure and maximum storage space
are the result of this holistic solution implementing unit elements optically and functionally as a new
interior design planning option. Well-thought-out from floor to ceiling, the resulting spacious areas
look tidy and elegant – the combination of dark, fine-grained elm wood and the ultra-matt, light grey
surface of the new F 45 range underscores the top-quality, luxurious atmosphere of this kitchen
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Concealed functionality and elegant ambience: LEICHT cuts a convincing figure with the very best in
craftsmanship and planning expertise
In this kitchen scenario, floor-to-ceiling sliding doors made of elegant elm wood veneer clad the area
over the sink and preparation area where all important utensils are immediately accessible. When closed,
the spacious area exudes elegance and top quality. The adjacent wall at right angles is also completely
integrated in units, reflecting the characteristically two-dimensional look of this concept which, at the
same time, highlights the effect of the materials used. The interplay of the new ultra-matt FENIX surface
in light grey and the warm wooden look of the elm wood create an elegant and homely atmosphere in
the form of floor-to-ceiling fronts and cladding.
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This overall impression and the fine, graphic appearance of the kitchen are underlined by the filigree
contour of the edge of the new programme F 45, chamfered at a 45° angle. Open, illuminated shelving
units, which are rhythmically integrated in the floor-to-ceiling unit concept, break up the planning and
offer space for personal highlights. The storage space elements are variable in depth and are arranged
in a symmetric sequence with joints pairing up with the floor units – this holistically planned kitchen area
presents itself as a true miracle of storage space with a discerning architectural and aesthetic character.

Thank you in advance for sending us a courtesy copy on publication.
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